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Kites & Websites
Internet Landscapes: A Journey in Space and Time

Domenico Quaranta

For a long time, and for no particular reason, the Internet has been perceived mainly as a soul without a body; a dematerialized, invisible entity, filling the space between computers, allowing us to communicate almost instantly, and to travel from a website to another in the blink of an eye. The space of communication was virtual, while the physical world was the real world. Visiting the Internet was described as “surfing.” Together with the ocean, another seminal metaphorical reference was outer space: amateur websites were often sporting shiny starry night backgrounds, and both Netscape and Internet Explorer had references to space in their iconic logos. People who spent a lot of time online used the phrase “In Real Life” (IRL) to talk about what happened when they were offline. At the time, of course, the average Internet user knew, or could understand quite easily, that this “immaterial” network was made possible by the telephone physical infrastructure, which web pages were relying upon, and that emails were traveling through servers. They could even realize, if they thought about it for a minute, that home computers would end up very soon in a third world illegal dumpster, and that the cyberspace required a lot of electricity.

Today, it’s pretty different. We know that the Internet is real and what happens online is real. We changed too many devices to dismiss the fact that they may have an impact on the environment. We have been enslaved for too long to the endless flow of information to just enjoy it as surfing. We know that there are companies that are worth billions thanks to our data. We have seen pictures of data centers, maps of the undersea cable, construction sites with a sign saying that the fibre optic is coming soon. Despite all the rhetorics that accompanied the launch of wi-fi communication and cloud services, today our perception of the internet is less mystical and more secular and prosaic. We may still find David Bowie’s description of the Internet as “an alien life form” [1] extremely sexy and fascinating, but today it’s easier to understand it as a heavy, expensive, and pervasive man-made infrastructure.

And yet, this awareness is, again, a vague perception rather than an actual knowledge. We still travel through the electronic superhighway mostly in immaterial ways. The actual body of the Internet is yet to be explored. Internet Landscapes, by US born, Paris based artist Evan Roth, is a project that brings him to travel through the actual body of the Internet, by visiting and documenting some of its physical manifestations. More precisely, Roth is interested in visiting submarine fiber optic cable landing locations, places where a national or continental network gets connected to the global Internet, which allow people to communicate instantly with any part of the world. The artist selects these locations on a map and, whenever he has the chance to spend some time in a new country, and to fund his traveling, he visits them, doing audio and video recording. The results of this process are later turned into artworks. According to the artist, “visiting the Internet physically is an attempt to repair a relationship that has changed dramatically as the Internet becomes more centralized, monetized and a mechanism for global government spying. Through understanding and experiencing the Internet’s physicality, one comes to understand the network not as a mythical cloud, but as a human made and controlled system of wires and computers.” [2]

The choice to visit submarine fiber optic cable landing locations is meaningful. Most of the Internet infrastructure is undersea and invisible to the human eye. Over the mainland, this gigantic, titanic body is turned into human scale. You may experience the vertigo of the data flow by visiting data centers and server farms, but there everything is recognizable and familiar. You see humans, technology, tangles of small colored cables, lights going on and off. You are probably close to a city. You are online. Submarine fiber optic cable landing locations are usually located in obscure places along a given country’s shoreline. They are not meant to be visited, so they are hard to reach from the land. They are often far from the tourist’s places. When you get there, you are alone with the cable, the ocean and the wind. It’s so uneven to have visitors from the land that the signs informing about the presence of the cable are looking away from you, to the ships that may eventually get too close to the seaside. And yet there, the Internet is not everywhere, “all around you”, but exactly where the sign is placed, and manifests itself physically. If you want to do a pilgrimage to the body of the Internet, they are the best places to visit, maybe the only place...
The Internet Landscapes project is an actual journey. When you set out to do a journey, you can prepare your luggage, do vaccinations, prepare everything, but you are unlikely to know in advance what you’ll experience, and what you’ll find out. What Evan Roth found out when he started visiting the “physical Internet” in the first place were simple landscapes, where the “Internet” layer is somehow removed. Interviewed, he said: “the longer I work on this new series, the more peripheral the Internet becomes in my thinking. I’ve been using the phrase “Internet landscapes” to informally describe the work, but lately I’ve been dropping the “Internet” and just calling them “landscapes” (which I think is more true to what they are).” And furthermore: “I wrestled quite a bit with how much evidence of the Internet to show in the frame. In the end, it was important to me that in this first piece of the series, there not be any cables or direct clues. As I move forward with the series, I will include footage of cables where it makes sense, but from the beginning I always had this vision in my mind of the lonely tree in an uncomfortable landscape.”

This is what he mostly pictured: lonely trees in uncomfortable landscapes. The map of the Internet became his own way to discover the world. The images and videos of the series can be simply enjoyed as such: landscape painting.

The Wanderer
Traveling to a remote location, in order to do landscape painting. The project Internet Landscapes sets itself in a long artistic tradition, that found its most complete realization in the Romantic myth of the wanderer. Today, traveling is mostly a finalized activity, we travel to a place, in order to do something. It happens very fast, and the journey has no value per se: it’s just a means to an end, an in-between time frame. As a frequent flyer, Evan Roth knows this way of traveling very well, and probably the Internet Landscapes project started in the very same way: a series of trips to well researched locations, in order to experience the Internet physically. But while the project developed, the relationship between the act of travelling and its ends / destination slightly changed: the project became an opportunity to experience traveling in a different way, and this way affected the project and its final result. The Romantic wanderer is a heroic figure engaged in a never ending quest for the natural sublime. Although the sublime manifests itself better in some places than others, it can’t be found in a specific location, and it isn’t rooted into a specific feature or detail of a place. It’s more about the overall atmosphere of a place, and it can be experienced through silence, solitude and immersion. Like in Caspar David Friedrich’s Wanderer Above the Sea of Fog (1818), or in Gustave Courbet’s Le Bord de mer à Palavas (1854), the wanderer is always alone in nature; and although clouds, waves, trees, mountains, rocks, ruins and religious symbols can be often found in romantic landscapes, the sublime does not manifest itself in these single elements, but in their combination, and in the visual language developed by the artist.

Looking for the Internet in submarine fiber optic cable landing locations, the wanderer Evan Roth realizes that the Internet can’t be captured by simply shooting the cables, or by pointing the camera to the cable warning signs; and can’t be portrayed via documentary means. These pictures, that he sometimes takes, can be good for Instagram, or for the lectures he sometimes gives about the project. Here, in these places where the Internet becomes an invisible yet perceivable part of the landscape, it can be captured only by spending time with it, and by developing a new (audio) visual language.

The visual language adopted for the project is infrared photography. Rarely used in visual arts, infrared photography is a conceptual reference to the architecture of the Internet, which is infrared laser light transmitted through fiber optic cables. Infrared cameras are widely used in the security industry, in such a way that their aesthetics are now intimately connected with our daily experience of pervasive surveillance. A less obvious, but very important, reference is to the practices of paranormal researchers, that informs the work done with the audio, too, as we will see below.

As the artist explains, paranormal researchers “have developed their own technologies to help them visualize and communicate with an invisible world of disembodied human energy [...] Ghost hunting technologies, like many of today’s social media platforms, are made by believers who attempt (and often fail) to use technology to give us human and emotional connections to people we rarely
see in person. I find these tools inspirational and relevant in helping me reconnect with the Internet.” [4] As a ghost hunter, Evan Roth developed his own infrared camera by hacking an ordinary camera, which allowed him to adjust it to his aesthetic and conceptual needs (the camera is shooting near the 1550 nanometer range of the electromagnetic spectrum, which is a common modulation for infrared data transport through fiber optic).

Visually, infrared photography adds a layer of abstraction to the image or the video. It alters the image in such a way that makes us less sensitive to phenomenological aspects of the single landscape (the light of the day, the color of the sea, the beauty or ugliness of the details). These landscapes make us think more to the sinopy of a fresco, or to a white marble low relief, than to documentary photography. Infrared photography turns the image into something poetic, painterly, eternal, magic.

Something similar happens with the audio. Roth custom built an instrumental transcommunication device based on the spirit box, a tool commonly used in paranormal communities that scans radio frequencies at regular intervals, recording a mix of white noise and audio fragments. His version reads his own pulse and changes radio frequencies in real time with his heart rate. The final result is composed of a mix of ambient sounds from the surrounding nature, along with fragments of local radio frequencies controlled through the spirit box.

In other words, Evan Roth is using contemporary means of communication in order to capture, in the tradition of romantic landscape painting, the invisible (and inaudible) level of reality: the one at which the Internet manifests itself as an endless data flow.

Kites

The journey of the wanderer is always a travel through time, and within himself. By traveling, the wanderer often meditates on the traces left by human history on the landscape, and engages a visible transformation of his own mind. Romantic travel tales are always bildungsroman: think to John Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress, or Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels, as famous examples. Engaging his quest for the traces of the physical Internet in space, Roth also engaged a pilgrimage through time: exploring the tradition of romantic painting, the history of the Internet and of communication technologies, and the intersections between the two. For example he discovered that Samuel Morse, the inventor of the Morse code, was also an amateur landscape painter.

On a personal level, Roth discovered his own difficulties about standing alone in nature. After years of compulsive web surfing, hyperactive tab jumping, multitasking and instant communication he, as probably most of us, initially found the experience of nature and loneliness extremely boring. As he explained: “When I’m in the field filming, I usually shot still tripod shots between 10 and 15 minutes in duration. Because I’m recording audio (both from the ambient surroundings as well as from the radio spectrum), I need to remain stationary for the entire duration of the clip. In that sense the filming process is like a digital retreat with mandatory periods of 15 minutes of solitary meditation in nature. And what was most striking to me when I started this process was not “omg, this retreat into nature and being away from screens is amazing!”, it was more, “holy shit, this is boring.” In the beginning I found myself negotiating internally whether certain shots were worth the 15 minutes of stillness that was required. As I continued with the project, however, this perception of time became one of the most interesting aspects of the work.” [5] On a broader, more general level, the Internet Landscapes project is the consequence of his personal need to review his past approach to communication technologies, and the road that brought him to his current view. Internet Landscapes are his coming-of-age story.

These two levels of traveling are what brought Roth to print his landscapes on kites, instead of making regular photo prints. As a children’s game, kites work as a reference to Roth’s juvenile, spontaneous approach to the Internet as a medium, and to his coming-of-age process. In the history of electronic communications, however, kites are one of the first tools used to experiment with transatlantic wireless communications. More specifically, in December 1901 Guglielmo Marconi successfully used six hexagonal kites to transmit radio waves over the ocean. Roth’s kites reference Marconi’s kites both in size and shape, while at the same time
hinting to the hexagram shape often used to represent the Internet in patent filings.

Web Sites

While the Internet Landscapes pictures have been turned into kites, the audio and video recordings have been used to build websites. By visiting them, the viewer may be struck by the level of “site unspecificity” they seem to display. The URL is impossible to recall, and to type: you need a straight link, or to copy and paste it. Videos are embedded full page, but they are vertical and don’t resize, so you always see just a part of the image. The soundtrack looks like white noise. According to the habits of current web surfing, you probably open them on a browser tab, among many others. Try to spend time with them, without checking your Facebook account every thirty seconds or so. It’s hard. It’s boring.

The best way to experience them is probably in an exhibition space, on a vertical screen. There, you can enjoy them as paintings. Roth tried out various solutions: setting up installations reminiscent of the “cable alert” signs he found on submarine fiber optic cable landing locations; or on wall, on huge flat screens or miniaturized on tiny LCD displays. In the exhibition space, we can enjoy them as a simple aesthetic experience: an exercise in immersion, contemplation and slowness. On a web browser, they are background noise at best. So, why are they online?

For his websites, he bought server space in the countries he visited. Whenever we load them, we ask some data packets stored, for example, in Sweden, to travel through the very same place they represent to reappear on our computer. The web address - something like http://n57.630653e11.878293.se/ - is actually displaying the GPS coordinates of the place portrayed in the work: if we paste it in an online maps system such as Google Maps, we can experience a different way of “visiting” the place. But it may be even easier if we check the source code of the page. There we can find some useful information, including the Google Maps link of the visited location and a link to a traceroute information file, displaying the path of packets across an Internet Protocol (IP) network.

In other words, these websites are actually “web sites”, places on the network that mirror both visually and conceptually the physical places they portray, in a complexity of layers and references that makes the experience of the project richer as long as we dig deep.
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